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“HELLO

BLOKES!”

Caitlin Moran hugs us and ushers us into the large,
cluttered hallway of her Crouch End Victorian terrace, knocking a pile of post onto the floor. We offer
to take off our shoes. “GOD no, we’re not that kind
of family,” she says, disappearing through a narrow
kitchen door. We walk gingerly into the red-walled
kitchen and find her husband Pete Paphides, a rock
critic, standing by the kitchen counter slowly stirring
a stew. He nods towards the garden door through
which we can see Moran standing on a wooden
table wrestling a large patio umbrella to block out
the early evening sun. “TEA?!” she exclaims as she
jumps to the floor with a thud and disappears into
the kitchen again.
She returns, clutching three cups of tea and a barrel of digestive biscuits. “The kids will have eaten all
the good ones,” she says, rummaging through them,
“but these are quite posh oaty
digestives.” Finally, she sits
down. Before we can ask a
single question she spews out
her day’s itinerary – but not
before checking that our dictaphones are on. “Got up, usual bollocks, kids didn’t know
where their bags were, went
for a swim because I try to
swim three times a week so as
not to become 500 stone, had
a Skype meeting with our sitcom producer, and then I started writing my column
which is about how I believe UKIP are the greatest
hope any left wing person in this country has. Then
the Swedish TV crew turned up to film me dancing
to ABBA, and after this I’ve got to prepare Celebrity Watch for The Times, which means reading every
single gossip paper.”
For Moran, this is a typical day, and she wants us
to know it. She’s only 38, yet she’s currently working
on a screenplay for her best-selling book How To Be A
Woman (it sold 150,000 copies in the UK and was in
the top 10 for a year), while writing another film script
from scratch, preparing for nine dates of a stand-up
comedy tour for her third book, writing a sitcom for
Channel 4 about her childhood on a Wolverhampton council estate (filming begins in July), and holding
down two columns a week for The Times.
We’re entering The Year of Moran, and she can’t
afford to waste any time. “My friend, Doctor Who
writer Russell T Davies, gave me a brilliant bit of
advice – when you get hot, there’s a year where you
can get anything off the ground, and even though it
will kill you, just sign those contracts, because in two
years time you might not be as hot and it will be 10
times harder,” she says.
Lately she’s been saying yes to quite a lot - including writing the lyrics to a new ABBA song and
dancing to it on Swedish TV (“One of the more
mortifying things I’ve done”). Her trademark Doc
Martens and big hair will be everywhere: on stage,
screens (large and small), in print and, as ever, on the
newsstand. Be prepared for an avalanche of Moran
in the coming year.
She certainly speaks as though she’s cramming
as much as possible into every minute of Her Year.
She talks incredibly quickly and swears constantly,

yet every sentence is a sound bite and every topic
a column. Our transcription of an hour’s interview
comes to 11,000 words – enough to fill her regular Saturday slot in The Times Magazine for three
months. She rolls, lights, and relights cigarettes as
she goes, ducking behind us whenever daughters,
nine and thirteen, come past the large white sash
windows – “I’ve got these new f**king windows and
now they can see everything.”
But is it all too much for one person to handle?
Strangely, for a woman who must need a constant
stream of ideas, anecdotes, and stories to fill her
weekly columns, Moran works from home and does
not leave the house “for days at a time”. She says she
is “socially anxious” and prefers interacting with the
world via Twitter and her 491,000 followers.
Despite her apparent confidence and loud, husky
voice, she’s also nervous – she
rarely meets our eyes and uses
our questions as a springboard
into safe anecdotes that are
familiar from previous interviews. We ask about her first
steps into journalism and she
tells us her only other options
were “the supermarket cheese
counter or prostitution”.
When we ask if she’s serious, she replies with a blank
“YEAH!” reeling off into another jokey anecdote.
Moran thrives on Twitter, where she can tell the
world her funniest stories and interact with her clique
of journalist friends. Her tweets are filled with capital
letters and swearing, and this is reflected in her real-life
persona. Perhaps, then, it’s unsurprising that we got this
interview through a barrage of tweeted requests over
two days.
Several national magazine editors told us we had
no chance of an interview because she’s insanely
busy, yet a mock-up cover featuring Moran and 80
tweets pleading for her help got us an invite to her
house – “HEY BABE! let’s do it. I shall CHAT
WITH YOU!” – showing that Twitter is clearly the
way to her heart. But even after the confirmation, securing the interview was not without drama. At the
last minute, Moran had to drop out, but like a trooper
she said we could do the interview after all, as soon as
she had finished with the Swedish film crew.
If a conversation on Twitter gets too difficult, Moran says that it’s comforting to be able to “close the
computer and have a bath instead. You can’t do that
in real life, I’ve heard. And I really do like a bath, in
order to wash the fag smoke off myself before the
kids come back.”
And sometimes the real world conversations do
get tricky. In the two years since the release of her
best-selling memoir How to be a Woman, Moran has
become the go-to feminist voice, and said in an
interview with The Guardian that she had “made it
socially acceptable for girls who wear eyeliner to discuss masturbation and sexism”. But being the face
of popular feminism is not an easy gig. She has hit
headlines several times in the past year for controversial comments, including a tweet defending fellow feminist Lena Dunham, creator of HBO series
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“THIS JOB
INVOLVES A LOT
OF DRINKING IF
YOU WANT TO
BE GOOD AT IT.”
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Girls, after backlash against the show’s all-white cast. She
rails against the idea that even if she’s the face of popular
feminism, she has to get everything right. “The idea that
one demigod will come along and have the answers for
3.3 billion women is completely nuts. We’re not looking
for a feminist Jesus.”
Pressure aside, Moran looks like she’s living the writer’s
dream but she says she won’t keep this up forever. “In a
couple of years I intend to be a proper journalist again,”
she says. “I’d like to go and do big features, like when I
interviewed Lady Gaga” for The Times, in which she went
to a Berlin sex club with the singer and sat next to her
while she went for a wee. The article won Moran a British
Press Award.
Given that she once said “I don’t like opinion journalism – how can you have 52 opinions a year?” it’s ironic
that Moran now writes the “prime spot” opinion column
in the Saturday newspapers.
Moran has been a journalist since she was 15 and won
The Observer’s Young Reporter award. She was writing for
The Guardian at 17 and at 18 The Times offered her a regular
slot after she used a local newsagent to fax them a sample
column. She’s hugely fond of the newspaper to which she
owes her career. “The Times are brilliant. I’ll love them forever and I’ll never leave. My loyalty to them is absolute.”
We ask how Moran would feel if her daughters became journalists. “I’d totally encourage them. The key
thing I tell them is that work will take up the majority of
your time. It’s how you’ll meet the people you know, it’s
probably how you’ll meet the person you’ll marry, you’ll
certainly have a lot of sex within that industry. It’s when
you get to 35 and you’re in your job and you think: ‘I
hate everybody here, nobody here thinks anything like I
think, I hate the way they dress, I don’t want to have sex
with anyone here.’ Then you know you f**ked up a bit
earlier on.”
At 16, she joined Melody Maker and now mourns the
loss of the British music press as a good training ground
for young journalists. “You have to become a blogger now
which is much harder because you have to go out and find
your audience rather than being served one by a magazine.
That means you get very shouty strident voices, which are
great to have but it just means that the introverts don’t have
space to put their heads above the parapet.”
So was Moran an introvert who just got lucky? She cuts
in when asked, almost outraged at the idea that she was
ever a doormouse. “Oh no, I was always very jazz hands.
NO, no no. When I went to work for Melody Maker and people disagreed with me about bands I liked, I’d kick them.”
Throughout the interview, Moran illustrates how un-mouselike she really is by telling stories about drunken socialising
in her fairy-lit garden.
She tells us proudly (and loudly) about rapping JayZ’s ‘99 Problems’ in the garden one afternoon with her
brothers and sisters. “Four teenage lads came round and
said ‘can you keep the noise down
a bit?’ and I’m standing there,
mother of two in a sundress going
‘really sorry, but you’ve got to give
me respect for the fact that I knew
every single line’.” She laughs
heartily and tells us the best hangover cure: “A packet of Dioralyte,
10 drops of milk thistle, and a
Berroca genuinely stopped me
from going to A&E. It’s a bit like
that bit in Pulp Fiction when they
stick that f**king hypodermic
into her heart to bring her back
round. This cure is like that but
far gentler. This job involves a lot
of drinking if you want to be good at it.”
Although she would balk at the idea, she’s in many
ways less Shameless, more Cath Kidston. Her house, round
the corner from actors James McAvoy and Peter Capaldi,
is airy and high-ceilinged with the exception of the kitchen, which is cosy and painted a postbox red. Mugs and
plates in clashing colours have been artfully arranged to
look like they haven’t been. In the sitting room, Neighbours

plays on a large-screen TV and a four-foot high Victorian doll’s house entertain her daughters.
Outside, the garden is being landscaped. It’s no secret
that Moran is one of the best paid journalists on Fleet
Street, and she’s quick to assure us that the money is being spent here, in the house she rarely leaves, where she
works, socialises, and raises her children. “I don’t take cocaine and I don’t wear designer clothes, so all the money
has gone into fairy lights and small, clipped box hedges,”
she says, gleefully showing us that she has a remote control to turn off the lights without having to move an inch.
She has no time for columnists who write only about
their own lives. “Columnists I don’t like are literally just
sitting there going: ‘I’m going to settle a score with a
traffic warden I had a tussle with last week, I think I
should be allowed to drive
my car at 75 miles an hour
and then just park it on
the curb outside a primary
school, f**k you.’”
Whatever the topic, Moran’s voice is unmistakable.
But she says she has two different voices. “For The Times
there’s the funny, boggling
voice where I go: ‘The world
is an amazing place, look
what the humans have done
now.’” She says this in a martian-like voice and waves her hands around. “I try never
to be down on something in that voice. And then there’s
the ‘fnehh fnehh fnehh’ voice I use when I’m writing
about something serious. ‘Fneh mental illness, fnehhh
Marxism.’ I love writing them, and I mean every f**king
word, but there’s a part of me that just goes: ‘You’re a
scratcher from a council estate with no education and
here you are writing about the future of politics.’”

“PART OF ME
GOES: ‘YOU’RE A
SCRATCHER FROM
A COUNCIL ESTATE
WRITING ABOUT
POLITICS.’ ”
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MORAN
ON....

LITERATURE
“I find the idea of a book all about vaginas
more interesting and important than, say,
Hemingway wanging on about fishing.”

MOTHERHOOD
“What every mum really wants for
Mother’s Day: for you to f**k off down the
park for five hours while I watch Game of
Thrones.”

WORLD EVENTS
“I have read more about Oprah Winfrey’s
ass than I have about the rise of China as
an economic superpower.”

FEMINISM
“It’s simply the belief that women should
be as free as men, however nuts, dim, deluded, badly dressed, fat, receding, lazy and
smug they might be. “

because I was 13 and quite stupid”). She asked her publishers for other ways she could make money by writing.
“They said ‘Journalists earn a lot of money’ and I went
‘Okay I’ll become a journalist then’. They looked at me in
a way that suggested ‘I don’t think you will be a top columnist and earn lots of money’ and I was like ‘No, I will,
I shall, I will.’ And I did. As soon as you tell me where the
money is, I will go there...”
Moran grew up with her seven siblings in a
three-bedroom council house in Wolverhampton, an
experience she has likened to dystopian teen series The
Hunger Games, in which young people fight each other
to the death.
They were officially home schooled but Moran says
they were largely left to fend for themselves. Her columns, books, and sitcoms are written through the lens
of her working-class background. She’s keen to show
that despite being in the journalistic elite, she has not
changed. A rant about Syria turns into one about how
our society is “practically feudal”. “I’ve been at dinners
with cabinet ministers and advisors and leader-y people
in this country and you explain what it’s like on welfare and after five minutes they’re like ‘Oh God I had
no idea.’ That’s one of the things I love most about the
pieces I’ve been able to write about politics and society.
I don’t know any of that shit, I’m just coming at it from
quiet mum-like logic and observation.”
As if to prove her point, her older daughter interrupts
us, clamouring to know how she’s going to find a plank of
wood for a school project. The teenager suggests going to a
shop, but Moran, ever the Wolverhampton girl, says: “Darling, if we drive really slowly to school tomorrow and drive
past a skip we’ll find a plank of wood. You can’t BUY a
plank of wood. We’ll go to a skip.”
Given her unprivileged background, Moran says she
was “incredibly lucky” to succeed with no connections.
“If you’re looking to have better journalists, put them on
a living wage and give them some space in the paper to
learn their craft. That’s what they need to do to attract
a load more journalists like me. I’ve won more awards
Moran’s Crouch End kitchen, the
than anyone else. They’re on top of my piano, I can
seat of her media empire
show you them now. I have 27. I’ve won literally every
single award you can get for writing in this country.” She
waves in the direction of the living room.
She was once offered an Op-Ed column in The Times
It’s nearly time for us to leave. Throughout the interbut turned it down after Nicola Jeal, editor of the
view, Moran has leapt back and forth between the very
Saturday magazine, convinced her to stay, saying: “If
serious and the very trite, and it’s hard to keep up and
you’re there in the front of the magazine, someone who
to know when she’s being genuine. Her two “voices”
is just looking for recipes and lovely pictures of shoes is
express her worldview – a combination of the socialism
going to read your piece about politics – why would you
born of a difficult background and the self-deprecating,
give that up?”
funny stories she tells to perhaps avoid really talking
And she certainly seems to enjoy influencing people.
about it – “I was 13, very fat in a dressing gown and a
“I always try to imagine I’m writing to someone. I want
straw hat.”
to catch their eye, I want them to reach the end.” One
Ending a rant on social justice, she says: “It’s
of her career highlights was receiving a letter from an
Thatcher’s horrible thing, ‘the good will rise
89-year-old Catholic Colonel in response to a
to the top’. Well no they won’t, not if
column on abortion. He wrote to her and
they’re stuck under loads of f***ing
said: “You have completely changed
problems.” She slaps her hands
my mind about abortion.” “I was
together, miming injustice piled
so pleased about that,” she says.
on injustice. Then she stops,
“If I’ve written about someruns her fingers through her
thing, I genuinely want to
hair, leaving it standing on
change people’s minds.”
end, and bursts out laughMoran has always wanting. “But I also do loads
ed to be a writer. She’s “not
of jokes about Kim Kara born editor”. “I’d be
dashian as well. Those are
terrible - I can’t say anythe two things I do.”
thing negative to anyone.
Our hour is up. At sevIf someone filed a piece
en sharp, she bustles us out,
called ‘Why I believe in
hugs us, thanks us profusely –
Nazism’ and it didn’t go far
“BABIES! Thank you for comenough, I’d be like: ‘Oh, this
ing over!” – as though we havis so lovely, I can tell you spent
en’t fought tooth and nail for an
a lot of time on this.’”
hour of her time. The busy Moran
When she wrote her first book
household spits us out onto the tranquil
at 16, a semi-autobiographical novel
Crouch End streets, and we feel oddly reabout home-schooled children, her pubMoran with celeb
lieved. As The Year of Moran begins we’ve
lishers gave her an advance of £1800, and
pals Lauren Laverne
been to the eye of the storm and from where
she felt hard done by (“At the time I thought
and Grace Dent
we stand, it looks exhausting.
maybe I would get a million or something
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